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Custom t-shirts have received great demands from teenagers and adults since the past few years.
Many people like their t-shirts to feature their own designs. You can print all kinds of designs onto
the t-shirts including humor, animal, and etc. It isnâ€™t difficult to create a design for your t-shirt. All you
need to do is to use a designer tool to create the design. If you want a more sophisticated design,
you can use an image editing software to create it. There are lots of stores offering t-shirts printing
services so you need to be careful in making a selection. Choosing the wrong t-shirts printing
company will cause your order to be ruined. Many t-shirts printing vendors are capable of handling
rush order. If you want your order to be rushed, you must pay a higher fee.

Custom t-shirts can be printed by screen printing in bulk quantity. Screen printed t-shirts are cheap
but there are many restrictions. For example, you cannot use more than 4 colors in the design.
Using too many colors will increase the cost of the materials and equipments that the vendor needs
to prepare. You can only use one design for per bulk order. This means that you cannot give each t-
shirt a unique design. The colors of the t-shirts in the bulk order can be changed. If you want the t-
shirts to have different colors, you can ask the vendor to pick random colors. If you want to know the
bulk rate, you can check the bulk pricing chart listed in the description page. Many large
organizations such as universities, college and companies like to order t-shirts in bulk quantity.
There is a minimum requirement that you need to fulfill when you place a bulk order.

Custom t-shirts can also be used to promote a specific cause such as environmental, animal abuse
and etc. Many businesses such as restaurants and factories purchase screen printed t-shirts to be
used as uniforms. Some schools and universities hire screen printing service to purchase t-shirts
apparels in bulk. Examples of information which can be printed on the t-shirts include sports team,
clubs and name of universities. You can also purchase t-shirts that are printed with consecutive
numbers. There is a different pricing that applies to alphabetical and number t-shirts printing
services. You can check with the vendor to find out about it.

A different type of t-shirts printing method is the digital printing option. Digital t-shirts printing is
suitable for people who are not interested in placing a bulk order. For example, you may just need
one or two t-shirt. If you just need one or two t-shirt, the screen printing option will not be suitable
because there is a bulk requirement you need to fulfill. Digital printing will be your most economical
option because vendor accepts individual order. The advantage of digital t-shirts printing is that it
allows you to use full color image for the design. You can use images that are full of vibrant colors
for the digital printing option. With digital printing, you can use a unique design for every t-shirt.
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Steve Mark - About Author:
Tshirtcharity.com is an online a custom t-shirts store that provides various kinds of custom a design
t-shirts and custom hoodies for small businesses.
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